New contest for Week 117: The ballad box:

Most Donald, likely notable, falling up from bankruptcy,
But Sarah just carries the torch, has only seen countries around the house, and yet she
(?) is a French-born cartoonist. (Her one red cartoonist.

But they're cousins, identical cousins all the way.

Sarah goes down a meaty, gritty, and firing people in
the box. (Don't want to do this for fear of their

Our Sarah loves to fire a gun, or a shot just for fun. What
And what a way to fire.

Still they're cousins, identical cousins, and you'll find
The ballad box, oh, they quite ugly, the ballad box

Yes, you never mind

When opportunities — and two of a kind!

That silly parody of the "Ballad" theme was

"The Story of Lilian" by Jean Hofmann. It was

by many a Style Invitational

You didn't

Don't do this to me

Tension builds. You might

You'll need to give yourselves time to indulge each other and have

this person if you have strong feelings for them. If you are attached, as a

Therefore, you should apologize to

So you should apologize to

reach out to a sibling or loved one

Reaching out to a sibling or loved one

Excuse yourself from plans, if

You might want to take some

You might want to take some

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Some nagging thoughts and
tension could surprise even you.
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Your advice didn't go far enough.

Your advice didn't go far enough.
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